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T
his is not a first sentence

you expect from a

Columbia University

sociology professor: “I woke up

at about 7:30 a.m. in a crack den,

Apartment 1603 in Building

Number 2301 of the Robert

Taylor Homes.” 

It’s the way Sudhir Venkatesh

begins Gang Leader for a Day, his

study of Chicago’s housing projects

and JT, the charismatic college

dropout who applies his business

skills to running an efficient crack

dealership. Venkatesh writes with

honesty about his growing

fascination with JT, and his

awareness that his research might

be crossing the line. He was a

graduate student at the time, and

as he admits, his enthusiasm

sometimes outweighed his moral

compass. He did get to play gang

leader for a day: the experience

was “more banal and more

dramatic” than he had anticipated. 

What makes Gang Leader for a

Day an absorbing read isn’t just

Venkatesh’s account of fear and

loathing on the streets of Chicago;

it’s his analysis, his appreciation of

the management techniques that

JT uses with his “sales managers”.

Running a Chicago gang turns out

to be not so different from being a

middle manager — Venkatesh uses

that term to describe JT — in a

corporation, with genuine blood-

and-gore substituting for the office

paintball championships. 

Readers of this paper will

probably remember Venkatesh

from Steven D Levitt’s

Freakonomics, last year’s runaway

economics bestseller. One chapter

in Freakonomics analysed the

economic structure of the Chicago

gangs — it was based on the

notebooks Venkatesh provided.

Levitt and Venkatesh discovered

that the crack gang closely

resembled McDonald’s in its

structure, with the boss at the top

of the pyramid raking in a

relatively large “salary”, while the

footsoldiers earned a pittance —

but also had a chance of making it

to the top. Venkatesh is not likely to

repeat himself, which is a pity — it

would have been interesting to turn

this sociology professor loose on

Mumbai’s gangs and see what he

came up with.

Gang Leader for a Day raises a

tricky question: how close can an

observer get to his subject without

crossing moral lines? Suketu

Mehta faced this

question when he

wrote his book

about Bombay,

Maximum City. In

order to gain the

trust of the men who ran Bombay’s

underworld, he had to spend time

with them, listen to their stories

about killings and planned

executions. Mehta spoke, and

wrote, about the sense of alienation

he often felt when he exited this

world for the “normal” world of

Bombay’s professional class. 

Though we prize objectivity in

non-fiction, few writers who’ve

tackled similar subjects have been

able to remain dispassionate.

Truman Capote spent

years chronicling the

story of two killers in

the deeply unsettling

classic In Cold Blood.

In his letters, he writes, “I

feel a great obligation to write it,

even though the material leaves me

increasingly limp and numb and,

well, horrified — I have such awful

dreams every night. I don’t know

now how I could ever have felt so

callous and ‘objective’ as I did in

the beginning.” 

Venkatesh’s honesty is

compelling. He becomes a

watcher of himself, constantly

checking his own motives, writing

freely of the bond of masculine

friendship that grows between

him and JT. Being Indian gives

him a strange freedom — he is

seen as neither black nor white,

neither the enemy nor the insider.

He often sounds protective of

JT and worries about the extent of

his involvement, calling himself a

“hustler” who’s working the gang

for the information he needs. “By

now I had spent about six years

hanging out with J.T., and … I was

pleased that he was winning

recognition for his achievements.

Such thoughts were usually

accompanied by an equally

powerful disquietude that I took so

much pleasure in the rise of a drug-

dealing gangster.”

It’s easy to stand at a distance

and criticise Venkatesh for his

methods, to suggest that perhaps

he shouldn’t have taken his role

as far as he did. But without the

six years of involvement and

trust, there would have been no

book. What makes this work is

that it isn’t an ivory tower

dissertation; Venkatesh lived with

the people he wrote about and

shared their lives, to a degree that

some may find disquieting. In the

process, though, he’s created a

classic study and written one of

the most compelling books of the

year.
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T
wo quarters have gone by since

the Indian software leaders first

reported the strong impact of

rupee appreciation. It is therefore

instructive to compare how they have

performed, compared to the two quar-

ters before the slowdown was reported.

Average sequential growth in revenue

is mostly higher, two percentage points

up in the case of Infosys and Wipro

and unchanged for TCS. In the case

of net margins, TCS and Infosys are

down by an average of one percent-

age point, Satyam by two and Wipro

by two-and-a-half percentage points.

But this fall has to be set against an

average net margin of over 22 per cent.

If this is the consequence of a 'chal-

lenging' environment, then many glob-

al industries would wish to be in such

troubled waters. The point is that

the top Indian software firms are well

on their way to becoming global firms

in all respects and that is the bench-

mark against which they have to be

measured. TCS is set to become a $5-

billion company and Wipro and In-

fosys will be in the $4 billion league.

Infosys' net profit in the trailing 12

months has crossed $1 billion and the

company has a cash chest of $2 bil-

lion! And these firms' year-on-year

quarterly top line growth in dollar

terms is around 40 per cent. 

The challenge before the firms is

therefore to stand tall in terms of

growth in the global arena (at four and

five billion dollars, they are still some-

what small in that league), while re-

taining the advantages of having a

sourcing base in India. Perhaps the

most optimistic statement recently

made in terms of the longer-term health

of the Indian software sector was by

Infosys’ HR director Monhandas Pai,

that the recruitment pool for Indian

IT has widened and the earlier fears

of a talent shortfall were misplaced.

Since the unique Indian capability is

to deliver scalability with quality, there

is nothing to fear for the foreseeable

future. The software industry is like-

ly to be able to deliver strong growth

despite having grown stupendously

in the last 15 years. 

Within this framework, the indi-

vidual companies present a differ-

entiated picture. TCS seems to be the

best placed in laying the foundations

for a consistently bright future in terms

of the three key criteria: reducing ex-

cessive dependence on the US, de-

veloping global delivery capability and

developing the Indian market. Under

50 per cent of its revenue comes from

the US, whereas the other two still re-

ly on it for over 60 per cent of their

revenue. TCS also sources just under

10 per cent of its sales from India,

whereas Infosys garners just over 1

per cent. Wipro has a strong play in

India, West Asia and the Asia-Pacific.

Both TCS and Wipro are ahead of

Infosys in terms of global (that is non-

Indian) delivery. Infosys' strength, on

the other hand, remains its best-in-

class margins. It delivered great val-

ue to shareholders when the rupee

was depreciating and the US econo-

my was booming. Now that the rupee

is appreciating, it has to come up with

new tricks — use some of the cash

it is sitting on to acquire more glob-

al delivery capability.

Doing well, thank you

T
he third and by far the most omi-

nous outbreak of the deadly

H5N1 bird flu virus in two years

has once again exposed the country’s

vulnerability to this menace, as also the

lack of preparedness in dealing with

a potential crisis. The manner in which

the West Bengal government has dealt

with the problem so far is a very good

example of how not to handle such po-

tentially perilous hazards. As a result,

instead of being contained at the place

of origin, the infection continues to

spread rapidly to other areas. Shock-

ingly, though the danger of the bird

flu re-surfacing has been imminent due

to the persistence of this virus in neigh-

bouring Bangladesh and Myanmar and,

more so, after its occurrence in Manipur

in July last year, the West Bengal gov-

ernment took no precautionary meas-

ures and indeed, was not at all prepared

to deal with the problem when it arose.

It is particularly dismaying that, even

after the mass mortality among the

chicken had been noticed, the state au-

thorities took their own time to re-

port the problem to the Centre and ini-

tiate proper control measures. The ap-

athy did not end there. The timely warn-

ing issued by the World Health Or-

ganisation (WHO) that this outbreak

could be more perilous than previous

ones, went unheeded. Worst of all,

the culling operations are being han-

dled shoddily, without even providing

protective gear to all those engaged

in the task, thus compounding the risk

of it further spreading into thickly pop-

ulated areas, and the possibility that this

might turn into a pandemic. The laps-

es in compensation disbursal, more-

over, are deterring poultry owners from

cooperating with the authorities in

the on-going culling operations, thus

further increasing the risk. Should

the problem balloon into a crisis — which

cannot be ruled out under the pres-

ent appalling circumstances — the con-

sequences would be disastrous.

The central government cannot be

absolved of its responsibility for mul-

tiple failures. For, regardless of frequent

outbreaks and the presence of the fatal

flu virus in countries all around India,

adequate bio-safety measures like ef-

fective ceiling of borders and immuni-

sation of birds in vulnerable belts had

not been taken. Even basic operational

needs, such as augmenting the existing

diagnostic facilities, have not been

taken care of. It is well known that

the sole Bhopal-based High Security An-

imal Disease Laboratory (HSADL)

has a limited sample testing capacity

and, as such, is incapable of handling

the thousands of samples that pour in

simultaneously during an epidemic. The

same is the case with the New Delhi-

based National Institute of Communi-

cable Diseases, insofar as testing hu-

mans is concerned. Besides, little has

been done to facilitate the domestic pro-

duction of avian flu vaccine and thus to

reduce the dependence on imports.

The adverse economic fall-out of the

outbreak of the disease has already be-

gun to be felt, and pinches the Rs 32,000-

crore poultry industry. Domestic sales

of poultry products have begun to drop,

and countries like Oman have banned

the import of these products from India.

The least that the government can do is

to hasten the process of dividing the

country into disease-prone and disease-

free zones, according to the norms laid

down by the World Animal Health Or-

ganisation (OIE). This would let the pro-

duction and sale of poultry products

to go on undisturbed in the non-af-

fected areas. Besides, all the elite breed-

ing stock, including the pure line and

grandparents, need to be immediately

vaccinated in order to avert a com-

plete breakdown in poultry production.

Otherwise, not only the poultry but al-

so the lives of millions of human beings

would be in jeopardy.

Asking for trouble

I
n the run-up to the Asian financial

crisis, a former student (not by any

means the brightest) who had

joined a Wall Street investment

bank rang to thank me for having giv-

en him a reference for what had turned

out to be an excellent job. He said he

had just received a very large bonus

for doing one of the simplest jobs imag-

inable. He had been put on the Thai

desk to trade in the country’s bonds.

This job he said was a no-brainer. Giv-

en the interest differential between

Thai bonds and US interest rates, all

he had to do was to buy Thai bonds

and earn a tidy arbitraging profit for

the firm. When I asked him if there

wasn’t a risk that the baht might be de-

valued, he said that was a minor risk

as the Thai government (and with

implicit IMF support) was commit-

ted to a fixed exchange rate. Of course,

the baht was devalued. I only hope

he unwound his Thai bond positions

before then, but I have not heard from

him since!

This example illustrates the prob-

lem of perverse incentives in the cur-

rent global banking system, which has

led to a number of global financial crises

caused by imprudent bank lending.

The 1980s’ debt crisis was due to the

imprudent sovereign lending by off-

shore branches of Western money cen-

tre banks (of their deposits of OPEC

surpluses) to fiscally imprudent Third

World countries, at negative floating

interest rates. The Asian crisis of the

1990s and the linked LTMC crisis were

caused by imprudent lending based on

bankers’ gambles on the non-occur-

rence of low probability events (changes

in exchange rates and/or interest rates).

The current sub-prime mortgage cri-

sis, which resembles the Third World

debt crisis of the 1980s, in so far as

in both cases abnormally liquid banks

funnelled cheap credit to borrowers

who would never have been consid-

ered to be creditworthy by any stan-

dard of prudence. In all cases this

imprudence ended in tears, particu-

larly for the many innocents caught by

the subsequent real adjustments that

had to take place in the affected

economies. But most bankers, like my

former student, in the good years when

the money was being shovelled out had

received large bonuses, which more

than made up for any temporary loss

they may have suffered when their

gambles turned sour and they were

sacked — only to be rehired by some-

one else when the next manic banking

spree started. Clearly there is some sys-

temic fault running through the world’s

banking systems. This article seeks to

identify this, and suggests some cures.

The former economic counsellor at

the IMF, Raghuram Rajan, has sug-

gested (Financial Times, January 9,

2008) that the system of annual bonus-

es by which traders are compensat-

ed needs to be changed. For these

rewards provide an incentive for traders

to gamble on events in the tail of the

probability distribution of risks. Un-

til these low-likelihood events occur,

their gambles seem to pay off, allow-

ing them to show higher returns than

the market average, and thereby earn

large annual bonuses. By the time

the low-probability event occurs, lead-

ing to losses, they have already tak-

en their bonuses and run. Regula-

tion of traders’ remuneration packages

is then recommended. But this form of

“incomes policy” only makes sense

if the high-risk trading activities actu-

ally damage the financial system. Cur-

rently it does, but only because the pre-

viously separated activities of com-

mercial and investment banking are

now combined along with mortgage

lending in “universal” banks. Because

the traders’ activities can affect the bal-

ance sheets and thereby the “money

creating” (or destroying) activities of

the “clearing bank” bit of the consol-

idated “universal” bank, they can af-

fect the overall monetary system. 

This could be avoided even in uni-

versal banks if the depositors in their

“clearing” component had to bear

the risks of the gambles being taken

by the “investment” or “mortgage” com-

ponents of the bank. But though this

discipline on reckless lending did ex-

ist in the free banking period in Scot-

land and the US in the 19th century,

today the deposit insurance, which

is ubiquitous, and politically impos-

sible to rescind, precludes this method

of avoiding moral hazard. 

One of the complementary laws

passed along with the creation of the

FDIC in the US during the New Deal

was the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933,

which separated the investment and

commercial halves of the banking

industry. This was done to prevent the

speculation indulged in by the former

“universal” banks, which had con-

tributed to the collapse of broad mon-

ey during the Great Depression. With

the financial “Big Bang” in London

in the early 1980s and the repeal of the

Glass-Steagall Act in the US in 1999,

the banking industry reverted to the

universal banking of the earlier era. 

This “deregulation” was justified

by monetary theorists, beginning with

Gurley and Shaw and culminating with

Eugene Fama, who argued that there

was no real distinction between clear-

ing banks and non-bank financial

intermediaries. This, as explained in

my last column, illegitimately removes

the crucial distinction between deposit-

taking banks, which can create mon-

ey out of “thin air”, and deposit-tak-

ing non-bank financial intermediaries

like mortgage lenders, which can’t (see

T Congdon: Playing with Monetary

Fire, Economic Research Council, Lon-

don, December 2007, for an elabora-

tion and discussion of the baneful

effects of dethroning the pivotal role

of broad money — including bank de-

posits — in determining macro-eco-

nomic outcomes). Thus the only “reg-

ulation” which is needed is to go back

to the future: the commercial deposit

taking role of banks, which affects

broad money, once again, needs to be

separated from the investment bank-

ing and mortgage lending of the fi-

nancial system. True banks and hence

the macro-economy can then be pro-

tected from the imprudent gambles

which no doubt will continue to be tak-

en by the masters of the universe in

the newly restored and distinct non-

bank financial intermediaries — but

they will then be gambling with their

own and their clients’ money and

not those of taxpayers.

T
hree years ago, I visited the Taj

Hotels IndiOne (now called Gin-

ger) budget hotel property in Ban-

galore. I didn’t actually stay there. I

wanted to understand how a hotel room

could retail at Rs 1,000 a day and yet

offer some pretty decent amenities. 

The 101-room property located at

Whitefield was small, yet smart and

modern in appearance. You walked

in and were greeted with a reception

on one side and a tastefully laid-out

café.  Every room had an LCD televi-

sion and a coffee maker. There was no

room service or house keeping.The en-

tire place was spotless clean.

For a budget business traveller, this

made a lot of sense since most peo-

ple only need a room to sleep. Since

then, the Ginger chain, the Tatas’ first

conscious go at the “bottom of the pyra-

mid”, has grown to 11 properties, some-

what quietly. Incidentally, C K Praha-

lad, the author of the concept, was pres-

ent at the IndiOne launch along with

Ratan Tata in June 2004. Tata made one

of his early mentions of the Rs 1 lakh

car then.

After having browsed around, I

asked an Indian Hotels official the

secret behind the sub-Rs 1,000 a room-

night. “There are several reasons but

one is our capital cost per room, which

is between a fifth to a tenth, depending

on who you compare us with. And sec-

ond is that there are only 25 people run-

ning it,” he said. There are no porters,

either. 

As I understood, the project man-

agers on the Ginger had done an ex-

haustive job of researching costs and

materials before putting together a com-

bination of product and service that

was affordable to a larger populace

while remaining faithful in form to the

parent brand. 

A few days ago, I checked what the

Ginger rates were. Well, the single room

that went for Rs 900 in late 2004 when

I visited is now going at Rs 1,999, a more

than 100 per cent increase. The double

room, which went at Rs 950, now quotes

at Rs 2,499. Quite possibly, there are

more amenities being offered for the

same price. 

The Tata Nano project has scored

some amazing firsts in terms of tech-

nologies and material costs. The Rs

100,000 question everyone is asking for

the past few two weeks and will ask in

coming months is how long it will stay

that way. 

There is, unfortunately, a growing

dichotomy between the cost of devel-

opment in India (drifting lower) and

the cost of running and operations,

which is high or going higher. The pro-

ducers and the innovators understand

this but consumers tend to mix up

the two, leading to disappointments, at

least perceptionally. Most companies

(including no-frills airlines) have failed

to hold prices post launch. For various

reasons including some beyond their

control. 

Prices don’t stay down unless there

is strong competition and scale pro-

duction to keep it that way. At Rs 1,999,

a night at the Ginger is still good value

for money. But the launch promise

(maybe not so overt as the Nano) was

for a sub-Rs 1,000 room. So while there

may not be street protests on the mat-

ter, the only way that price will come

back is if a competitor launches a chain

with similar features at lower prices. 

Will that happen with the Nano?

Several global auto majors have an-

nounced small car projects but it’s un-

likely that anyone will really take on

Tata Motors in this department. So what

could well happen is that the Nano’s

price will drift upwards to a more com-

fortable equilibrium. Which might well

be forced by inflationary pressures

as well. 

The challenge, to my mind, is to ap-

ply the same R&D and cost rigour to

operations and continuing development

as was done while developing the orig-

inal product or service. Will Tata Mo-

tors put the same R&D rupees into the

project figuring how to keep the car at

Rs 100,000 (or thereabouts) in 2010 as

they did while creating it in 2008. Pos-

sibly, but it won’t be easy. 

Markets like North America have a

lot to teach in this regard. Prices of most

consumer products have either re-

mained static or have been drifted low-

er as corporations have outsourced en

masse. Billions might have been spent

designing the iPod in Cupertino. But

the price of the iPod has been falling

since launch. Yes, it’s made in China.

Competition and cost-cutting endeav-

ours  in the west created an entire out-

sourcing industry which created an In-

dian IT services industry. 

The bottom line is that few mar-

kets in India witness the bitter com-

petition that is required to keep run-

ning costs low. Would Indian com-

panies have done what companies

in America do to hold costs? Perhaps

yes, but they may not be forced to. So

will the Nano continue to cost Rs

100,000 or the Ginger sell rooms at Rs

1,000 per night. That would depend

on how much continuing R&D the

Tatas do into holding and reducing

costs. Which typically would depend

on how much competition they are tru-

ly exposed to. 

The author can be reached at

govindrajethiraj@gmail.com
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